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Introduction 

Hello, 

Are you an ”Online Marketer“ and feel like a lost nomad on the highways of the internet? Are 

you searching for a shortcut to find more time, make more money, work more productively and 

live a more fulfilled life? Then this book has been written for you! You will learn the essential 

tips and tricks to boost your business. It is a manifest for anyone who wants to establish a 

sustainable and profitable business. 

Don’t be disappointed that we decided to avoided unnecessary filler content – everything you’ll 

receive in this book are top-notch, easy to apply and highly effective methods. We already live 

in a world of information abundance and we don’t want to be accused of stealing time from 

busy people like you. And if you need to dive deeper, we know that you are smart enough to use 

Google. 

Ready? Let’s get started! 

To your success, 
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Think and act like an entrepreneur! 

I know dozens of “online marketers”. Some are employees that work from home for either 

themselves or for someone else, some have their own company or make money as freelancers.  

Everyone has different ambitions. Joe wants to provide great services for customers, Lisa wants 

to sell information products, Chris works on his own startup and Monica just wants to start a 

side business to make some extra income online. 

Work ON the business, not IN the business! 

No matter what category you fit in, here’s some food for thought: 

 Are you selling your time or are you building long-term profitable assets that generate 

recurring income? 

 Does everything depend on you or do you have established, scalable systems and 

processes that allow you to outsource or work with partners? 

 Are you working IN your company or ON your company?  

Many online entrepreneurs are dreaming of becoming financially independent and operate 

their business with a few mouse clicks from the beach. And they are very passionate about 

making this happen! But is that enough? 

Confucius once said: ”Find a job you love and you’ll never have to work a day in your life”. Many 

of my peers have done so, and now they are wondering where their life has gone with all the 

work they have to do. 

Just be honest to yourself and listen to your inner voice. Ask yourself: “Am I happy with myself 

and my life? Do I have the right priorities? Does my input and output match?“ 

Are you an entrepreneur? Then think long-term and build assets! 

If your goal is to become a successful online entrepreneur, then you need to: 

 Work hard and “smart” 

 Work on your business with an entrepreneurial mindset and not doing everything 

yourself 

 Build assets that are profitable long term (e.g. websites, e-mail lists, subscription 

services, …) 

 Stay out of the day to day business in order to focus on the big goals 
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Not for you? Then you need to become an expert – and stop doing “everything”! 

If you rather not become an entrepreneur, that is fine. If you prefer to sell your time as a 

freelancer or a service provider on an hourly rate or project based, then you should position 

yourself as an expert and specialize on a specific topic. Your income will still depend on your 

work performance (and if you’re out, there is none). It is definitely easier to sell your services as 

a specialist and to ask for higher hourly rates, compared to people who are doing everything for 

everybody.  

The “I can do everything” trap 

A freelancer that does “everything“ can’t position himself as an expert in all fields and would 

also have to acquire a great amount of knowledge in order to work effectively and efficiently in 

all these different fields. In reality, it often shows that these all-rounders are constantly under 

fire as they are confronted with new challenges that need to be conquered, as their 

specialization lacks. 

This is why you need to position yourself as an expert! 

The one that’s specialized on a certain topic or niche has the advantage of knowing his or her 

way around – and is therefore able to do many things way more efficient and effective. But still, 

based on my experience, selling your own time isn’t as profitable as building your own business. 

But it’s most definitely a good way to gradually evolve from a freelancer to an entrepreneur, if 

this is what you are aiming for. Some people also decide to sell their time to pay the bills, while 

they are working on building their assets. 

Feed a hungry market 

If you have a business already, you probably know your target audience. But what if you haven’t 

figured out yet what you want to offer and who your market is? Are you even thinking that the 

market is saturated and you won’t be able to find customers or clients? Don’t fool yourself! 

There are countless “hungry markets” out there, where people are willing to spend money on 

what you’re offering. Thus, the first assignment is to find such a hungry market and figure out 

what this market really needs. 
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The three mass markets that can make you a lot of money 

If you want to offer products or services geared towards online consumers, there are three 

areas that are very profitable for many online entrepreneurs: 

 Health 

 Wealth 

 Relationships 

The “Health, Wealth & Relationships“ triumvirate are classic mass markets with countless niches 

that you can target. I like these markets, because most often you can actually help someone and 

make this persons life better.  

If you don’t have your own product or service in these markets, you can promote existing offers 

as an affiliate partner. Use marketplaces like www.clickbank.com or www.dealguardian.com if 

you want to sell information products, or check www.commissionjunction.com, 

www.linkshare.com or www.shareasale.com if you want to promote other companies products. 

Local businesses are profitable clients 

If you want to position yourself in the Business-to-Business (B2B) segment, you are going for a 

different market. Here you don’t have to sell an eBook for $19, instead you provide added value 

for a business that is willing to compensate you for it. 

Have a look around how many successful online marketers built their business on $19 eBooks… 

Almost none have. If someone sells a cheap eBook, it’s usually only done in order to trigger the 

customer into the sales funnel and then offer additional, more expensive products that have 

higher profit margins. 

But there are alternatives. As an online entrepreneur, you’re benefiting from the advantage that 

you can help local businesses to increase their revenue. And believe me, if you deliver more 

customers and more revenue to any business, you will be compensated adequately.  

You can also apply the same model for the B2B market as it’s practiced in the mass market. Give 

an introductory offer and then upsell your clients. It’s much easier to sell to an existing client 

than to win a new one. Keep in mind, it is your top priority as an entrepreneur to sell stuff and 

generate revenue! Real success is growth. 

http://www.clickbank.com/
http://www.dealguardian.com/
http://www.commissionjunction.com/
http://www.linkshare.com/
http://www.shareasale.com/
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Systemize everything! Document your processes and outsource tasks 

Now think about how your existing business functions and what its core elements are. If you 

don’t have a business yet, think about what the core elements should be. The most important 

lesson here is: You need to standardize and document your processes! This will allow you to 

grow faster and outsource tasks, and you will need a system for that. Do you know what the 

term “SYSTEM” stands for? Save Your Self Time Energy and Money. 

Document the systems that are relevant to your business! 

The “Business Model Canvas” by Alexander Osterwalder is a great way to understand one’s own 

business better as a system. The basic elements of a business can be displayed very well with 

this canvas, you can learn more at http://www.businessmodelgeneration.com. I’m serious. Take 

out pencil and paper and take notes so you can get a clear understanding of what components 

your business is made of — what the driving force behind it is.  

Standardize your processes to take it to the next level 

The next step is to standardize your business processes based on these findings. Why is this so 

important? Because you are breaking the system down into smaller pieces that can be done 

independently. Standardization allows you to do things the same way all the time, it minimizes 

errors and allows you to scale up faster and assign tasks to other people.Do you remember 

Henry Ford? He introduced standardized work processes for the production of the automobile 

and started the industrialization of our world. And why do you think McDonalds hamburgers 

taste the same way in New York as they do in Beijing? Because all their processes are 

standardized! 

Measure everything that influences your results! 

Standardized processes have yet another advantage. They define factors for success and 

measurement. If processes are the same, so are their parameters.  

To give you an example, if you have a website where you sell stuff, parameters could be: 

 Visitors per month 

 Amount of opt-ins in your e-mail lists 

 Amount of sales, revenue, profit 

 Conversion rate of your order form 

 Retention rate for subscription 

 etc. 

http://www.businessmodelgeneration.com/
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These numbers should serve you as a dashboard with which you are steering your empire. Start 

small, analyze and optimize! 

Every process in your business should have such parameters. I’m well aware that this doesn’t 

happen overnight and that you might think this is not necessary if you start out. Wrong! If you 

really want to build a successful business, it all comes down to the right numbers, and the 

sooner you get used to it, the better. 

Work on building your business – and have others do the work for you 

Now the next challenge is waiting for you. You need to take responsibility and let go by assigning 

work to others! Outsourcing tasks that you’ve always done yourself takes courage, I know, and it 

will be a change for you and maybe your clients, too. 

If you outsource, expect that not everything will be exactly the same compared to if you would 

do it yourself - and that is ok! It might be that the result in the beginning won’t be as good as if 

you would have done it yourself, or maybe you will be surprised because the result is even 

better! 

But in any case, no worries - let go and see what happens! And if you start outsourcing 

repetitive tasks, you will have more time to work on your business or to spend with family, 

friends and hobbies. You can find skilled people on platforms like www.fiverr.com, 

www.odesk.com, www.freelancer.com etc. 

The KISS formula – How I keep it simple stupid to train my outsourcers 

I personally use a very simple system to train my colleagues: I tell them what the end goal is that 

I want to achieve (so they understand the big picture) and then record a screencast about what 

exactly they need to do. My preferred tool to do this is www.screencast-o-matic.com, because I 

can upload it directly to YouTube as an “unlisted” video, so it is only accessible to people who 

have the actual link. Other tools are http://www.techsmith.com/jing.html, Camtasia, Screenflow 

etc.  

I lead them through the entire process from A to Z. First I explain what I am going to tell in this 

video, then I tell it, and at the end I summarize the whole process again. After I’ve recorded and 

uploaded the video, I open up a new task in our project management system, so I can assign it 

with a deadline to one of my colleagues. We use www.basecamp.com for that, but there are 

many free and paid tools out there like www.freedcamp.com, www.trello.com, www.podio.com, 

www.bitrix24.com, … 

http://www.fiverr.com/
http://www.odesk.com/
http://www.freelancer.com/
http://www.screencast-o-matic.com/
http://www.screencast-o-matic.com/
http://www.techsmith.com/jing.html
http://www.basecamp.com/
http://www.freedcamp.com/
http://www.trello.com/
http://www.podio.com/
http://www.bitrix24.com/
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So I documented my process in an easy and straight forward fashion. If I have to assign the task 

to someone else or if a new team member joins us, I simply reassign the task without having to 

instruct the new person 1:1. If there are any modifications or updates in the process, I simply 

record another video or add a note to the system. 

If you recall the first secret of success, you might remember “work ON the business, not IN the 

business”. If you start systemizing and documenting your processes, and then outsource the 

work to others, this is exactly what you will achieve! It is a little bit like “cloning” yourself. 

The next step is to automate and design processes in a way that they can work without your 

contribution or supervision. But automation is the end goal; so just start by defining your 

“standard processes“ and try to think in systems. 

Implement things right away, even if they’re not perfect 

Have you heard the phrase “Take massive imperfect action”? This is so true and a very 

important secret of success! You need to implement things immediately. And I don’t mean 

tomorrow or next week. Now. 

There is one important distinction here: Whatever you implement has to align with your goals. I 

am not asking you to chase every new shiny object and get lost in all the broken promises. What 

I am asking you is that you don’t delay the implementation of the things that make your 

business grow because you feel that you need to do more research or that you have to wait 

until x happens. If it serves your business, do it now. 

Let go of your perfectionism 

There’s no need for the result to be perfect right from the beginning. It’s much more important 

that you actively work towards your goals with every single action you take. Missing 

implementation and unnecessary perfectionism are stumbling blocks that you’re placing in your 

own way.  

For many people, including me, “letting go” of the perfect solution is really difficult. But I 

guarantee you: If you do it, results will follow. Results always follow when things are 

implemented – and not if the perfect solution stays an imaginary bubble in your head. 

MVP as a proven concept to move forward 

This doesn’t mean that you should work sloppy or throw crappy products or services onto your 

customers. It means that you stop implementing all eventualities and features that someone 

might  want or run into, and that you remember the idea of the “MVP“, the “minimal viable 

product“. Eric Ries explains this concept in his bestselling book “The Lean Startup“ 

(www.theleanstartup.com). 

http://www.theleanstartup.com/
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It basically says that you start out with an imperfect solution, get feedback and continuously 

improve – instead of  trying to find the perfect solution in the dark that might not even solve the 

problems its market has. And by the way, it is ok to let people know that this is a “beta” or 

“draft” version and that you are seeking their input. 

You need to be fast and contentiously optimize 

In today’s world it’s all about speed, quick learning and clear focus. Only when these elements 

are a balanced part of your activities, you’ll reach the optimal learning experience. Nowadays 

you need to be fast, understand the “time to market” and not hold on to perfection. We already 

talked about a really important key to success: You need to measure the basics. 

An example: You have a brilliant idea for a software solution. You hire a developer and have a 

first beta version developed that you’re offering to interested customers. Or you want to offer a 

new service. So first finish off the marketing and then close the deal – deal with implementation 

details later. 

But why is it that important? In order to receive feedback from customers which is really 

important and also the next step in the process. So don’t build the perfect offer but establish a 

solid prototype on the market and continuously develop this one based on feedback.  

Stop the „shiny object syndrome” (SOS) – and get to work! 

“There is no new information – only new variations of existing content“, a bright mind once 

said. You are probably skeptical, because there are so many cool new things and ideas people 

are talking about. You might even think that you NEED to be up to date all the time to make sure 

you are not missing out on anything.  

Knowledge is worth nothing without the ability to use it! 

But this is a dangerous path, because you will get confused and sidetracked, instead of being 

laser focused on the goals you want to achieve. You probably won’t get that much smarter by 

surfing the web again for hours and hours, or by buying product after product without ever 

applying the new knowledge you've learned – but you will make actual progress in your 

business by rolling up your sleeves and getting to work. 

And let me assure you: Everybody is guilty of this! I’m guilty too, I hunted and gathered 

countless online courses and eBooks and educated myself for years about online marketing 

before I even started applying what I learned.  

Don’t allow yourself to get distracted by it. The only thing truly delivering results at the end of 

the day is you and only you. Use all your available time and to create something great! 

http://www.mobiledia.com/news/189331.html
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Invest into yourself – but the right way 

Don’t get me wrong: of course you should learn from others that have already achieved what 

you want. Of course you can use shortcuts to reach your goal faster. Of course you should invest 

into yourself and your education. All this is essential for your success! 

But make sure that the balance of education and implementation matches. Or, put simply: You 

should first apply the knowledge you have before you buy a new course and continue educating 

yourself. The ratio between studying and implementing should be 1:10 – learn stuff for 1 hour, 

implement it for 10 hours. Deal? 

Eliminate your to-do list 

Let’s talk about how you get stuff done. Do you use a to-do list to keep track of what you need 

to do? Then I have news for you: You need to stop that! Sounds illogical? I understand that 

you’re skeptical, so let me explain.  

What really counts … 

I’ve worked like this for a long time. Often times at the end of the day I created a to-do list for 

the next day and eagerly ticked off each bullet point. But this is where the problem is! Working 

through the list only feels good because we cross off little things – not the ones that actually 

move us forward! 

The really important things never make it onto a to-do list – or would you add your family 

vacation, helping your children with homework or the hiking trip with friends to your to-do list 

and cross it off? So how can we make sure that we spend time on the things that really matter? 

The Pareto principle – How to push the relevant things with the 80/20 rule 

You probably have heard of the “Pareto principle“. It means that 20% of your actions lead to 

80% of your results. If we work through a to-do list, we are starting at the wrong end. We focus 

our energy on the 80% of the tasks that are responsible for 20% of the results. 

Also things that you expect to be very challenging should be attacked first. Don’t push the 

important things to the end of your list — leave your comfort zone and attack these first. 

“We need to learn to love the procrastination“, says Robert “Bob” Allen, bestselling author of 

“Creating Wealth” (www.robertgallen.com). Only if you manage to filter out the unimportant 

things, and then postpone or not even deal with them, you’ll be successful in the long-run. 

Therefore we need to eliminate the 80% of all tasks which are responsible for 20% of the 

outcome. So, if you want to keep using a to do list, then include the things that you can never 

cross off at the top. Read this paragraph one more time. 

http://www.robertgallen.com/
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Focus is key – but it has to be done the right way! 

Let’s stick a little longer with your personal work style. Since you are the driving force in your 

business, you need to have your goals in direct sight. So how well are you able to focus on a 

specific goal or task? And is it actually the best idea to only focus on one specific goal?  

If you take a look at Sir Richard Branson, you’ll see that he founded multiple businesses that 

lead to multiple successes! But how do you avoid falling into the trap of being all over the place 

and get nothing done? There is a trick that helps you to setup your new adventure with a high 

chance of success. The trick is to make sure that the new project has synergies with existing 

projects, so both enrich each other and intersect somewhere. 

A really big no-no: multitasking! 

Another really important piece of advice: Avoid multitasking! Multitasking is a myth. Don’t get 

distracted by your phone, turn off e-mail notifications and avoid the Facebook chat. Focus your 

thoughts on one single task at hand and shut down all potentially disruptive factors. Don’t try to 

do more than one thing at a time. If you get distracted easily, you’ll need more time to return to 

your thought process. Focus your attention: Don’t try to talk on the phone, eat, read e-mails etc. 

Instead, approach every single task consciously and with full concentration. 

How to save time and become more productive 

The following tips will help you save time. “Saving time” is an empty phrase as time cannot be 

saved – but you can handle it conscientiously and efficiently. 

 Work through your e-mails with a schedule, e.g. two or three times a day. Deactivate 

notifications from your e-mail software (e.g. Outlook). 

 Reduce your Social Media and news consumption. We live in a world of information 

overflow, but this constant stimulation doesn’t help you to reach the truly important 

goals. 

 You’re not missing out on anything – the world won’t end without you! Many things 

settle by themselves if you don’t react right away. 

 Turn down meetings, talks, webinars etc. if they don’t have a clear goal or time frame. 

 Learn to say “no”!  

 Do you know how you can “save” the most time? Assign tasks to others!  

 Also: Don’t focus on the task so much, but rather on the results you want. 
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People make the difference! 

Now it is time to look for a mentor! A mentor is like a teacher who will help you to learn and 

implement what is most important right now. Your mentor should be someone that already 

“made it”. Mentoring helps you to accelerate your success, develop new skills and avoid 

mistakes. 

Let someone hold you accountable 

Choose someone that will hold you accountable for the things you want to achieve. Set a clear 

goal, then communicate this goal to your peers. That way you’ve made a public commitment 

and have the responsibility to deliver on that goal.  

If you don’t reach the goal that you set for yourself, then you need to do something that you 

really hate and want to avoid under any circumstance. For instance, making a large donation to 

an organization or political party that utterly works against your beliefs. This will be a motivation 

for you to deliver on your goals, especially if you committed to the deal with a third party. 

Networking is a supreme discipline 

“Networking“ sometimes is looked at as if it was only about sending as many friend requests as 

possible on Facebook or LinkedIn. An extensive network in Social Media obviously is helpful to 

gain reach, but it’s much more relevant to care about the people behind the profiles.  

Participate in industry events and interact with people, that you can learn from. If you show real 

interest and try to genuinely help others with your know-how, you’re on the right track.  

The concept of Masterminding uncovers your hidden potential 

Are you a member of a Mastermind group already? This concept dates back to Napoleon Hill, 

author of the popular book “Think and grow rich” (download the e-book here for free: 

www.think-and-grow-rich-ebook.com). People that support each other in achieving their goals 

come together in a Mastermind group. There are regular meetings (virtually or physically). 

Participants support each other in their personal development, motivate each other and also 

challenge members with a different perspective.  

http://www.think-and-grow-rich-ebook.com/
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The size of the Mastermind group varies. Larger groups often serve the purpose of experience 

exchange, whereas smaller group sizes between five and eight people can create a more 

intimate atmosphere. This often leads to the participants opening up and being open to 

feedback.  

The practical implementation of a Mastermind group 

How does one find the right people? It’s important that the motivation to support each other 

and the hunger for growth is equally strong among the participants. It also makes sense if the 

participants have a comparable knowledge or experience level regarding the topic of the group. 

This doesn’t mean that everyone needs to contribute the same skills and ideas. The participants 

should instead support each other complimentary, but share a mutual value system.  

Meetings should take place on a regular basis, for example every 2 to 8 weeks. There’s no need 

for these meetings to take place physically, online tools like Skype or Google Hangouts can be 

used. The sessions should last about 60 – 90 minutes. Everything that’s exchanged in the group 

should stay in the group. 
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And now what? 

Now it’s all up to you. We revealed proven recipes for success to you. Take everything that’s 

relevant to you, and if your previous activities haven’t delivered the desired results, it’s time to 

quote Albert Einstein: “Insanity: doing the same thing over and over again and expecting 

different results.” 

It is your turn to take action! Focus on the basics (customers and revenue!), be more productive 

(more is less, 80/20 rule) and create a momentum (outsourcing). 

To your success! 

 

 

http://www.localbizprofit.biz/
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P.S.: Print the following guiding principle and put it on your wall – we hope it serves you well! 
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